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$650.75  FINE JAR 2015 

FINE SYSTEM 

Not driving ladies tees  $5-00 
Having an air swing  $2-00 
Having 4x putts   $2-00 
Throwing a club   $2-00 
Hitting across 2x fairways $2-00 
Shank    $2-00 
Double Hit   $2-00 
Putting ball on, back off the green $2-00 
 

Any other act performed on the course which is 

deemed to be deserving of a fine can be put to the 

group for a vote after the game.  

 $2-00 Maximum pay out is $10-00. 

 



 

2015 Players Choice Awards 

Voting ballot closes tomorrow 12am 

 Vote 2015 Players choice award  

http://survs.com/survey/wcj1bje41b 
Special thanks to the 16 people who have responded and sent their votes so far. 

The Award categories are: 

MOST IMPROVED PLAYER   

 This prize takes into account the player who is believed to have made the most significant 

improvement in their game over the duration of the year. Please nominate a player who you think is doing much 

better now than they were at the start of 2015. Votes will be tallied from all of your peers and we will also take into 

consideration the change in the player’s handicap through the duration of the 2015 season. The player with the 

highest number of points from all nominations will be deemed the winner 

WORST IMPROVED PLAYER   

 This prize takes into account the player who is believed to have made the most significant 

downturn in their game over the duration of the year. Please nominate a player who you think 

is doing much worse now than they were at the start of 2015. Votes will be tallied from all of 

your peers and we will also take into consideration the change in the players handicap through 

the 2015 season. The player with the highest number of points from all nominations will be 

deemed the winner 

LEATHER WEDGE     

Please submit your Players Choice 

Nomination form via email via the links 

supplied. SAP 

Nominations close at end of business on 

Wednesday 18th of November.  

We were hoping to receive nominations 

from all members. 

 

*ANGRY MAN 2015. 
*MOST IMPROVED PLAYER. 
*LEATHER WEDGE 2015 
*LEAST IMPROVED PLAYER 

 
*Choose the three players who you believe 
best fit each prize category and allocate points 
according to your preference. 
 
3 points for most preferred, then 2,&1 in order. 

 
 

 

http://survs.com/survey/wcj1bje41b
http://survs.com/survey/wcj1bje41b


 Each year the Leather Wedge award is given to the player who is best able to 

manipulate the rules of golf to help to improve their scorecard. 

Actions such as kicking the ball out of the bushes with your foot when nobody looking. 

Not counting a short missed putt because you were only mucking around. Dropping 

another ball where yours was lost without taking the relevant penalties and creative 

accounting (just not counting all of your shots.) These are just some of the many 

different ways that someone can earn a nomination for the title of Leather Wedge winner. The leather wedge prize 

will be determined by an anonymous ballot. The player with the highest number of points from all nominations will 

be deemed the winner 

 

ANGRY MAN AWARD    

 This category, was introduced to acknowledge some of the memorable dummy spits 

on the course during the year. Players may nominate a player for an individual 

temper tantrum and give a brief explanation of the events leading up to and 

preceding the dummy spit or otherwise nominate a single individual who they believe 

has the shortest fuse and worst temper on the fairways without needing to nominate 

a single event. The player with the highest number of points from all nominations will 

be deemed the winner 

 

If you want to see who our previous winners have been you can log onto the Sunday Leave Pass  

 

Website   www.sundayleavepass.com and click on the winners & awards tab. 

 

 

Leather Wedge  

 

Most improved               

 

Least Improved 

 

Angry Man Award 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/Winners%20&%20Awards/Winners%20leather_wedge_award.htm
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/Winners%20&%20Awards/Winners%20most_improved_award.htm
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/Winners%20&%20Awards/Winners%20least_improved_award.htm
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/Winners%20&%20Awards/Winners%20angry%20man%20award.htm


Kingston Links Golf Course Results 

November 

Kingston Links has seen an end to the mathematical possibility for many of the contenders for the point’s championship 

leaderboard. At the conclusion of the Yarrambat round there was a handful of players still within reach of the top. After some 

brilliant golf now the title is left to be played off between only two Players. Dale is in a commanding position and will only need 

to finish in 14th spot or better to claim the title for 2015, and the only real rival competitor is Ron Parsons who will need to win the 

Saturday round at Rich river to have a chance of winning the season points trophy. 

As he is now 15 points behind Dale, it seems that Mick Harper will need to drink Dale under the table on Friday night and then 

find a way to prevent him from making it on to the tee and therefore collecting the participation point that would keep Mick out of 

contention or else Mick might finish up in the bridesmaids dress in second position yet again. 

Mick was in brilliant form on Sunday, he shot even par 36 on the front nine including 2 birdies and he was on track for a Sunday 

Leave Pass Personal Best until the curse of the Super-coach finally got the better of him and he hit a Newell (10) on the 17th hole 

which meant he was only able to finish the day with 81 off the stick. 

Mick nearly holed out for an ace on the third hole, won the longest drive on the ninth hole to set up an eagle putt and he also got 

the  a NTP prize on the 7th hole. Micks round was completed with a smorgasbord of power hitting, accurate stroke play and some 

competent putting and chipping. So good was his golf that it stimulated a man crush by Newell which needed to be censored in 

order to comply with our websites Adults only rating.  

Newell’s admiration for Mick was so indulgent and over the top that at one stage Greg Parsons needed to offer Highway a cold 

spoon.  According to Greg, after one particular shot, Newell got so worked up about it, he thought that if Newell had of been any 

more excited then he would have needed a tissue and an apology.  Between Micks pro quality golf and the Drummond catalogue 

in his back pocket which has his next set of golf clubs up for sale, Highway was in a utopian state. After 2x separate club fitting 

sessions in the last week, one thing is for sure, Newell has had plenty of practice of trying to swing a club. But with his current 

man crush and so long as he is thinking about the way Mick tenses his butt cheeks as he hits the ball, the fittings advice will be of 

no benefit as he will be playing his rounds with a stiff shaft when the advice from the golf pro is for him to go into is golf with a 

flex or regular shaft at best.  

Highway was inspired by the opportunity to watch Mick tense is butt cheeks. Newell himself shot 49 on the back nine and beat his 

last round at Kingston links by more than 50 shots including an 11 stroke improvement on the 138 meter par 3 Seventh hole where 

in 2014 he hit a seventeen (17). Having said that, in hindsight it wouldn’t be too hard to improve on a 17 especially when you 

think that based on the numbers it would take on average hitting the ball with a putter 8.11 meters per shot and you could still be 

on the green for 16. 

Ron Parsons probably should have taken the putter on the 18th hole. Once again Ron was in blistering form and as he stood on the 

tee on the last hole he was on track for yet another top 3 finish. Unfortunately 2 balls into the lake was not the desired outcome 

and a score of nine saw him tumbling down the place order rankings. 

After two round s in two months Jamie Brunton has ironed out 

the kinks in his golf swing and was able to replicate some of 

the old form that once made him one of the strongest 

competitors in the Sunday Leave Pass Group. After a 

disappointing last place finish at Yarrambat Jamie posted very 

credible score of 96 Nett 70 to finish in 3rd place. 

 

Jamie arrived at the first tee complaining how cold the weather 

conditions were especially since he had forgotten to pack 

himself a jumper. Jamie still wasn’t too pleased when he was 

offered the pink beer wench vest to keep him warm. By the 

third hole Jamie was also wearing the three putt monkey vest 

as well and he was suddenly whining about how hot he 

suddenly was.  

 

 



Burnsie was another Sunday Leave Pass veteran who made a rare visit this month. Burnsie was once our number one ticket holder 

and played every month religiously but lately his golf has suffered at the hands of work commitments. In his comeback game 

Burnsie played some exciting golf. He scored a fist full of pars and bogies however his most memorable shot was one that did 

little to improve his score. On the first hole Burnsie hit his tee shot straight into the ladies marker in front of him, the ball was hit 

with such force that it deflected straight up into the air for 30 meters before falling back to earth just on the positive side of the 

squatters tees. Unfortunately the tee marker was damaged beyond repair and it became yet another victim of the David Burns 

golfing casualties.  

Burnsie is famous for the carnage he has caused on the golf course over the years, he has maimed Kangaroo’s, destroyed golf 

carts, rendered greens unplayable, dinted car bonnets but his most infamous incident was when he near on killed a fellow players 

golf caddie. For those that have never heard of the incident we have supplied the tale in the link below. 

Burnsie also rendered  the suburbs of Rowville, Lysterfied and Waverly out of power on Sunday when he hit two balls in a row 

into the Power line towers. 

 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/burnsie%20hitting%20Jess%20story.htm 

Burnsie wasn’t the only person to have an impact on the day. Stu Coops hit a snap hook on the 17th hole which crashed into the 

roof of an adjoining house. The homeowner was actually outside working in his gardens at the time and the poor bugger near on 

had a heart attack and in light of recent incidents overseas he thought he was under attack and feinted as his roof tiles exploded 

above him. To make matters worse, he soon became convinced that he was at the center of the next world war when just as he 

returned back into consciousness 10 minutes later another two projectiles sailed over his fence line and into his house as Mick 

Harper played the first two shots of his 10 (Newell) on the 17th hole. With Big Mick landing bombs from 300 meters out it was 

little wonder the poor old bugger was later seen curled up in the corner of his garden sitting in a pile of his own excrement on the 

phone to the local realtor to advise him that he had decided to put his house up for sale. 

With all the dangers and challenges around the course Stu Coops bunkered himself down for the day. Stu had three shots in the 

bunker on the first hole, four shots from the sand on the third hole and added extra shots onto the scorecard on numerous other 

occasions after burying his ball in the bunker. The irony was that Stu had openly told his playing partners how confident he was in 

the sand and told them how he’d rather be playing a shot from in the trap than around the fringe of the green. All we can say is he 

must be really, really, really, really crap chipper. 

Stu also got buried in the dam on the 8th hole and ended up down to his knees in quick sand after his drive finished in the water. 

Stu fell victim to the Peter Hutson mind games and accepted Pete’s GPS reading that the lake at the front to the green was not 

reachable from the tee. Stu launched into a drive that not only achieved the so-called impossible and made it to the lake but it 

actually flew over the lake onto the other side then rolled back down the bank finishing semi submerged in the shallows. 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/burnsie%20hitting%20Jess%20story.htm
http://www.sundayleavepass.com/burnsie%20hitting%20Jess%20story.htm


Never one to back down from a challenge, Stu actually took off  his shoes and socks and  jumped down into the lake as he tried to 

play his ball out of the water rather than take an unplayable lie penalty. As he sank further into the water Stu pulled out another six 

or seven golf balls. The plan was good in theory but not in practice, Stu ended up hitting his ball deeper into the mud, covered 

himself from head to toe in duck S#!7 and had to take a penalty drop after all. 

 

 

At least Stu actually managed to hit the ball which is more we can say for the Supercoach who had an air-swing on the first tee. 

The pressure of being partnered with Big Mick was all too much for Fil and he choked and missed the ball by four inches. As to 

be expected the 2008 and 2009 Leather Wedge title holder quickly claimed it was a practice swing and spent the next 18 holes for 

the first time in his golfing career having deliberate practice swings before each and every shot just too cover up his initial lie. 

Supercoach wasn’t the only person to have an airy, the fine jar was topped up by Newell, Col and Phil who all had a play and miss 

at some stage in their round. Shot of the day went to Ronnie Parsons who holed out his chip from 60 meters on the second hole for 

a par. Phil Plane also managed to have a nonner on the tenth hole. 



For a difficult course with so many hazards the quality of scoring was very commendable, the course gave up a swag of 9 birdies 

84 pars and a few eagle opportunities including Peter Hutson nearly chipping in on the Par 5 ninth hole. Congratulations to Dale 

Robinson who has taken a leaf out of the book from the Newell Richards University and has started having a practice round 

during the week leading up to the game. Dale struck the ball beautifully and was still one under the card after five holes before a 

slight lapse of concentration saw him go triple bogie, triple bogie. Dale was able to refocus and completed us round with a pair of 

42’s (84) Nett 66 to win the day and extend his lead on the Sunday Leave Pass Points Leadership tally. Peter Hutson played an 

inspired round of golf going toe to toe with Dale all of the way to the last hole. Pete who interestingly also had a practice round 

with Dale on Thursday finished the day in second place hitting 88 off the stick. 

Brunto improved his ranking by 19 places from last month finishing in third place after producing a great display of strong driving 

and accurate iron play. If Jamie ever learns how to putt he will be a very strong force. Jamie was in the yellow vest almost as often 

as he was the pink vest, but we are not sure whether he was doing it deliberately because he was cold or he just doesn’t know how 

to putt. 

They say Practice Makes Perfect, and so it must be, since all of the extra practice swings worked in the favor of the Supercoach. 

Although his group ended up finishing 30 minutes behind the rest of the field because all of the extra swings, Fil played his best 

round in 3 years and he posted a legitimate score of 91 to secure his 4th place finish and he also won NTP on the 18th with a very 

solid shot.  

A score of 81 including a 10 on the 17th hole shows just how well Mick Harper was playing on Sunday. Despite the distractions of 

the incessant chatter and advice from the Supercoach and also the pools of drool and other bodily fluids being expelled as a result 

of Newell’s man crush, Mick posted a brilliant round which featured 11 pars and 2 birdies. It perhaps should be noted that Mick 

was the extra wheel in Dales practice round, so if you are hoping to finish inside the top 5 next month perhaps try to land yourself 

an invitation to one of Dales practice sessions. 

Results for Kingston Links were as follows: 

Ranking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Player Dale 

Robinson 

Peter 

Hutson 

Jamie 

Brunton 

Mark 

Sfiligoj 

Mick 

Harper 

Steve 

Powne Ron Parsons 

Gerard 

MacIsaac 

Score 84 88 96 91 81 100 102 82 
Handicap 18 19 26 20 9 27 28 8 

Nett Score 66 69 70 71 72 73 74 74 
Points 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

 
Ranking 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Player Greg 

Breasley 

Leigh 

MacIsaac 

Steve 

O’Sullivan 

Newell 

Richards 

Greg 

Parsons 

Stuart 

Cooper 

Tony 

Grasso John Mea 

Score 108 95 87 110 105 95 97 100 
Handicap 34 21 12 33 27 15 17 20 

Nett Score 74 74 75 77 78 80 80 80 
Points 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 
 
Ranking 17 18 19 20 21 
Player Rick 

Turcinovic 

Brendan 

Seagrave Phil Plane 

David 

Burns 

Colin 

Ewart 

Score 110 100 112 113 122 
Handicap 30 18 27 27 35 

Nett Score 80 82 85 86 87 
Points 1 1 1 1 1 
 
Just a reminder that for every round you play you are awarded a raffle ticket to go towards the end of year raffle, then extra tickets 

are issued if you wear the official club shirt plus extra tickets can also be won by winning a hole in the monthly skins competition.  

“SKINS” were distributed to those players good enough to win a hole outright. If more than 1 player got the lowest score on a 

hole it is Jackpotted until an outright winner occurs.  

 

 

 

 



Skins at Kingston Links were won by: 

 
1 Jackpot 

2 Dale Robinson 

3 Jackpot 

4 Peter Hutson 

5 Jackpot 

6 Jackpot 

7 Newell Richards 

8 Jackpot 

9 Jackpot 

10 Stuart Cooper 

11 Jackpot 

12 Jackpot 

13 Stuart Cooper 

14 Jackpot 

15 Jackpot 

16 Jackpot 

17 Jackpot 

18 Jackpot 

 

 

Place Standings for 2015: 

 

 

Nearest to the pin prizes were won by:    
3rd Hole  Mick Harper 

7th Hole  Mick Harper 

12th Hole  Steve O’Sullivan 

18th Hole  Mark Sfiligoj 

 

Longest Drive  Mick Harper 
 

 

Name Total Played   Rank  Name Total Played   Rank 

Dale Robinson 100 11 1  Jamie Brunton 14 2 27 

Ron Parsons 86 8 2  Barry Hemsley 11 2 28 

Mick Harper 85 11 3  Jarrod Underwood 9 1 29 

Rick Turcinovic 83 11 4  Trevor Adair 7 1 30 

Brendan Seagrave 76 10 5  Brendan MacIsaac 6 2 30 

Newell Richards 75 10 6  Larry Campbell 6 2 32 

Stuart Cooper 60 11 7  David Burns 5 3 32 

Steve OSullivan 57 8 8  Brendan Waters 4 1 32 

Glenn Douglas 56 8 9  John Murphy 4 4 32 

Gerard MacIsaac 55 7 10  Ben Nichol 4 3 32 

Colin Ewart 55 10 10  Bryn Bullock 4 2 37 

Tony Grasso 49 9 12  Karl Winters 3 1 38 

Steve Powne 46 6 13  Chris Sfiligoj 1 1 38 

Phil Plane 45 7 14  Robert Underwood 1 1 48 

Andrew Clarke 45 6 14  Darren Agars 0 0 41 

Tony MacIsaac 44 9 16  Alistair Beyer 0 0 41 

Peter Hutson 44 6 16  Sam Creaton 0 0 41 

Leigh MacIsaac 39 9 18  Shane Cumming 0 0 41 

Greg Breasley 37 9 19  Michael Collins 0 0 41 

Greg Parsons 32 8 20  Matt MacIsaac 0 0 41 

Adam Cooper 27 3 21  Paul Blizzard 0 0 41 

Nigel Stone 25 3 22  Peter Engberg 0 0 41 

Mark Sfiligoj 21 4 23  John Bembow 0 0 41 

Andrew Pugh 20 6 24  Brett Meyer 0 0 41 

Geoff Cooper 17 2 25  Nick Brennan 0 0 41 

John Mea 17 8 25     41 

   

Reminder 
The ball must be clearly on 
the CUT surface of the 
green or fairway to win NTP 
or longest drive. If it is not 
on the fairway it doesn’t 
count. 
  
Each player won 1 ball each. 

Number of skins won 

Stuart Cooper  x6 
Newell Richards  x3 
Dale Robinson  x2 
Peter Hutson  x2 
 
 
 
 



 

Golf Balls are owed to the following people: 

Dale Robinson   x3 Winner at Kingston Links 

 
REMINDER HOW 3 PUTT MONKEY GAME WORKS 

 

*As part of the putting competition this year, as a brainchild suggestion from Paul Blizzard we have introduced the 
Three Putt Monkey game. At the start of each round every group will be given a flouro yellow 3 Putt Monkey vest 
and whenever a person has a 3 putt or worse that player must put on the 3 Putt Monkey Vest and wear it until 
another player in the group has a 3 putt or more. The player wearing the 3 putt Monkey vest at the completion of 
the 18th hole will be required to chip in an additional $2 into the fine jar.  If multiple players have a 3 putt or worse 
the player who was last into the hole wins the vest irrespective of whether the other player before them had a 3 
putt, four putt or even a seven putt.  The furthest player from the hole should always putt first on the green and 
that player is deemed as in control and therefore has the option of marking their ball if they miss the putt or 
putting out. If they chose to putt out and then the following person three putts then the last person to putt out 
gets the vest. 

HANDICAPS 
The changes to player’s handicaps are as follows: 
BOLD RED NUMBERS- refer to players whose handicap has gone out 

BOLD GREEN NUMBERS- refer to players whose handicap has come in 

BOLD BLACK NUMBERS- refer to players whose handicap has remained unchanged 

NON BOLD NUMBERS- refer to players who didn’t play this month so handicap has not changed 

Player:  New Handicap  
Was  

Player:  New Handicap 
Was 

Adam Cooper 24.5 24.5  Karl Winters 33.0 33.0 

Alistair Beyer 9.9 9.9  Larry Campbell 18.6 18.6 

Anthony Hogg 29.5 29.5  Leigh MacIsaac 21.3 21.3 

Andrew Pugh 26.0 26.0  Luke Chacksfield 19.0 19.0 

Andrew Clarke 17.1 17.1  Mark Fitzpatrick 19.1 19.1 

Ben Nichol 21.9 21.9  Mark Sfiligoj 18.9 19.6 

Brendan MacIsaac 1 game req’d 1 game req’d  Matt MacIsaac 23.8 23.8 

Brendan Seagrave 18.0 18.0  Michael Collins 21.3 21.3 

Brett Meyer 8.3 8.3  Mick Harper 9.1 9.4 

Bryn Bullock 18.0 18.0  Newell Richards 32.7 33.0 

Carl Schulze 17.6 17.6  Nigel Stone 19.3 19.3 

Chris Sfiligoj 26.8 26.8  Paul Blizzard 14.4 14.4 

Colin Ewart 35.1 35.1  Peter Hutson 18.2 18.9 

Dale Robinson 16.6 17.9  Phil Plane 28.0 26.7 

Darren Agars 3 game req’d 3 game req’d  Rick Turcinovic 30.3 30.3 

David Burns 26.7 26.7  Ron Parsons 27.4 28.1 

Geoff Cooper 31.2 31.2  Ron Thomas 3 game req’d 3 game req’d 

Gerard MacIsaac 8.3 8.2  Shane Cumming 13.9 13.9 

Glenn Douglas 16.5 16.5  Steve O’Sullivan 11.6 11.6 

Greg Andrews 25.5 25.5  Steve Powne 26.5 26.8 

Greg Breasley 33.2 33.5  Stuart Cooper 15.1 14.9 

Greg Parsons 27.2 26.8  Tony Grasso 18.4 17.3 

Jamie Brunton 24.9 25.8  Tony Grasso Jnr 26.7 26.7 

John Benbow 14.6 14.6  Tony MacIsaac 30.4 30.4 

John Mea 20.4 20.4  Trevor Adair 15.8 15.8 

John Murphy 27.4 27.4     

BOOKINGS CONFIRMATION 

 
Rich River 4th- 6th December  

 
 

 

Remaining games on 2015 Fixture 
Golf Course & 

How to get there 
Directions 

Date 
Melways 

Ref 
Website links 

Rich River 4th to 6th December 2015   



To check out the Season fixture for next year you can use the following Link 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/2015%20Fixture.htm 

 

A word from our sponsors 
*Once again we welcome DRUMMOND GOLF back as our major sponsors to the social club again this year.  

                                                             

 
 

 

 
Special Thanks to Dale Robinson who is the longest serving sponsor for the Sunday Leave Pass Social Club. 

Dale runs a printing business and is offering a high quality printing service. He will gladly do a good deal 

for any Sunday Leave Pass members wanting to order business cards, fliers or any other printed material. To 

find out more information about what he can do for you he can be contacted on 0438147788. 

 
  

Remember that any printing job ordered through DNR print via the social club, Dale will donate 

5% of the proceeds directly back to social club which offers us the opportunity to provide better prizes for 

everyone and it is good to keep your business opportunities within the network if it is possible. Wood Tech, 

my previous company Hudson Bond and even the Super-coach (believe it or not) have actually used Dale’s 

business and everyone that had done so speaks very highly of the service and work that he produces. 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/2015%20Fixture.htm


 Sponsored by   

For those who were not aware of the “hole in one prize”, any player who scores a hole 
in one or an Albatross during a Sunday Leave Pass event will win a complimentary 
Chauffer Driven Winery Tour for 2x people through the Yarra Valley, courtesy of 

Evergreen Winery Tours. So start aiming at the hole we want to give it away this year 
there was a few close calls over the years but we are still yet to achieve the perfect 
shot despite more than 12000 attempts since 2004.  

(In 1999, Golf Digest reported, "One insurance company puts a PGA Tour pro's chances at 1 in 3,756 and an amateur's at 1 in 12,750.") 

The Golf Digest study even breaking the odds down by quality of play: 

• Professional Tour player making an ace: 3,000 to 1 

 

• Low-handicapper making an ace: 5,000 to 1 

 

• Average player making an ace: 12,000 to 1 

Based on this information we are due any time so make sure you turn up to play as it 
may just be you that claims the ultimate prize. 

 

http://www.sundayleavepass.com/EverGreen%20Winery%20Tours.htm

	*Once again we welcome DRUMMOND GOLF back as our major sponsors to the social club again this year.

